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HOME REMODELED 
“The Attic: What are you hiding?” 

 Part 4 of 5 
 
OVERVIEW: (From Bob Shirock) 
Stage Set: Attic full of junk. 
Big Idea: Every family/home/life has ‘issues.’  Some of these issues are apparent to outsiders.  
Other issues are hidden secrets. How do we come clean and receive healing for our issues?  
How does confession and forgiveness work?  What does it mean to live an authentic, open life?  
How can we grow through our issues, rather than remaining trapped in them? 
Video Testimony: A couple that has grown as a result of honest confession of secrets. 
 
 
INTRO: (TENSION) 
 
I: When I first moved into my house I realized it didn’t have enough storage space. No basement. 
Worst move ever. First thing I did was redo the Attics. Put Attic organizers in all of them. It didn’t 
help very much. Because we have a ton of junk. We all have junk. And if your home is anything 
like mine, our Attics are full of them. Company comes over and wants to open the Attic. “No! 
Wait!” My son’s lacrosse stick falls out and hits them in the head. Junk all piled up the floor of the 
Attic. The rest of house can look great, but our Attics are often places we can throw junk in to 
hide. 
 
Today is titled: The Attic: Time to Clean Out The Junk.  
Because every family/home has “issues.”  We all have junk we want to hide and for others not to 
see. Sometimes we hide it well, and sometimes these issues are apparent to outsiders. 
Sometimes we have issues that are known by all the members of our family, but we try to hide 
them from others outside our home.  
 
But there are other things that are buried deep within, that only we ourselves know, and we want 
to hide from everyone, even from our family members. They are the hidden secrets.  
 
REVIEW 
We learned in Week 2 that we were created for intimacy. Not just physical intimacy but to have 
emotional intimacy and spiritual intimacy as well. (We want to encourage you to go back and 
watch online if you missed it.) But we believe that’s what the Bible teaches. That’s what God 
wants for our relationships in the family.  
 
We all have a deep psychological need to be accepted as we really are, but that can never 
happen as long as there are parts of us that no one sees or knows. We conceal aspects of 
ourselves that we think invite rejection, but ironically, the very act of secrecy makes us 
inaccessible to love. We think we're hiding our secrets, but really, our secrets are hiding us.  
Secrets kill intimacy. 
 
Well today we are saying that it’s “time to clean out the junk”. We are saying IT’S TIME.  
I know it never seems like a good time.  
 
I: It never fails. Whenever the Attic needs cleaned out it never works out with when I have time to 
do it. But that’s because we let it go until it gets to the point of where we can’t function. Then my 
wife just says, “This has to happen right now!” It never fails. I’m always busy doing something 
else. I never really “have time” budgeted to clean my Attic. But you know what? It’s amazing that 
every time I “make the time”, I always feel great afterward. And then I inevitably ask myself, “Why 
did I wait so long to take care of this?” 
 
 
OPEN IN PRAYER 
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We are saying, “It’s time.” Now because we are wired so differently, we each hear, receive, and 
will respond to that challenge in different ways.  
 
If you have a family relationship where you have one person who always wants to talk about it, 
and the other always wants to avoid it. That’s a difficult one. There seem to be two kinds of 
people when it comes to dealing with the conflict of working out issues. Two extremes on the 
pendulum swing, I guess you can say, both extreme opposites. I have two pictures I want to show 
you, and most of us have a tendency to lean in the direction of one of them. 
 
1. PICTURE OF RHINO  
Rhino’s are known for what? (Charging) Love to charge it head on. These are the kinds of people 
who love conflict. They thrive on it. At the first whiff of controversy the first thing they do is call a 
meeting. Their blood pressure actually goes up not out of stress, but excitement.  I swear as you 
walk in you can almost see them buckling up. (motion. Rub hands together)  And the interesting 
thing about a rhino is he is far sighted and cannot see anything within 5 feet of him. This extremist 
approach to charging into conflict is often done by putting your head down and ramming into 
something without seeing what’s in front of you. A lot of destruction can be caused if this is done 
as aggressive as the rhino really is.  
 
People like this aren’t the best at working through “issues” with the awareness and sensitivity that 
is usually required (me).  
 
In many relationships those who are rhinos live in the same house, and sometimes are married 
to: 
 
2. PICTURE OF OSTRICH WITH HEAD BURIED IN THE SAND 
An Ostrich! Have you ever seen an Ostrich do this? It’s the funniest thing in the world!  
 

I: Was in Springfield Missouri and had this Drive Thru Animal Safari where you drove 
through. (elaborate –lamas, buffalo, food pellets -  funny) Tried to get Ostrich to eat food 
pellet. Rolled down window to scream at it. “What’s the matter with you? Not yummy 
enough for you? Eat it!” Threw it at him. He got these big eyes and “thump” his head went 
right into the ground! Did you see that?! Funniest thing!  

 
It’s the worst defense mechanism known to mankind. It’s delusional! Your jugular is exposed! 
Defenseless and you can’t see. As if he’s really hiding! As if he’s really going to avoid anything 
that’s coming his way by doing that!  
 
And by the way, statistics show that most of us lean in this direction. This is what most of us are 
like, if we think by sticking our heads in the sand that it’s going to go away, we’ve got another 
thing coming. The reality is most of us fall somewhere in between, but the vast majority of us lean 
toward the ostrich. Most people avoid cleaning out the Attic. Even as unintentional as it is, it can 
still be classified as delusional.  
 
 
MISCONCEPTION #1: 
WINNER = LOSER 
 
When it comes to working through “issues”, or in conflict, most people think if there is a winner 
there has to be a loser. Most people see conflict as two opposing sides! We have to remember 
we ARE ON THE SAME TEAM. We are not on opposite teams. We have conflict in our homes, 
with all types or family members, but God designed the family to be a reflection of HIM! When 
there is mutual submission, sacrificial love, truthfulness, honesty, remember we said it is a 
REVELATION of God Himself. Everybody wins! You ARE ON THE SAME TEAM! Conflict is not 
two opposing teams.  
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THE TRUTH IS: 
WINNER = THE TEAM WINS 
 
Also, closely tied to this is the misconception that if there is a “loser” then conflict is BAD. We 
have to realize that most conflict is not a bad thing. Sometimes it is, but most of the time, conflict 
dealt with God’s way, turns into a time where your relationship grows stronger, closer, celebrates 
differences, and gives you a deeper understanding for future issues.  It’s an opportunity for a 
teachable moment together. Conflict, for the most part, is a chance to reflect or mirror God. We 
were made to COMPLETE, not to COMPETE.  
 
 
MISCONCEPTION #2: 
WINNING =GETTING YOUR POINT ACROSS 
  FEELING UNDERSTOOD 
  FEELING LOVED 
 
 
Most people think that winning is getting your point across, or leaving the conflict feeling 
understood, or even more noble, feeling loved at the end of the conflict. But winning is when you 
leave the conflict where THE OTHER PERSON FEELS completely understood, and completely 
loved. THAT’S A WIN!  
 
THE TRUTH IS: 
WINNING = UNDERSTANDING THEM 
          THEY FEEL UNDERSTOOD 
          THEY FEEL LOVED 
 
Steven Covey says in “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People "You must first seek to 
understand, then to be understood.”  
 
 
In terms of conflict, and keeping in mind the true definition of winning:  
Winning is about “them” not me.  
 
 
Get on the same team.  
And those on the same team must decide what winning means.  
 
 
Now we “must decide”, it indicates an action step. You have to come together and make a pact. 
Before any conflict arises, or before entering into a dialogue for existing conflict you must get 
together with that family member – a team meeting, if you will – and you “must decide” and agree 
together so that you have a common direction together.  
 
 
There are many Biblical principles to working through “conflict” or “communicating”, especially 
when it comes to confessing issues, talking through problems, working through different 
emotions, forgiving one another, and restoring intimacy. There is absolutely no way I can cover 
them all in a way that could give us a blanket formula to handing our own specific set of issues.  
 
But I DO want to mention a few that have changed my life, my marriage, and all my family 
relationships. 
 
 
1. A “SOFT ANSWER” IS MAGIC  
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Proverbs 15:1 
A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger. 
  
Don’t be fooled by the simplicity of this statement. It’s a powerful tool! As Jack Wilson, our 
resident psychologist always says, “ ‘Simple’ is not a synonym for ‘easy’ ”.  
 
I: Story of me as a teenager and Chuck (oldest brother). We yelled (bad) every day, without fail. 
Youth Pastor on bus to Cedar Point told me to try this. Next day he yelled, I talked normal. He 
started next sentence loud and then came down to talking. It was amazing! Like magic really. We 
then agreed not to yell ever again. To THIS DAY we have never yelled in conflict again.  
 
And then I realized that what I did I wasn’t even aware of it at the time, what I did in the heat of 
the battle is actually put something else above getting my point across. I put us, above me. I 
cared more about the relationship than the issue.  
 
Greg Boyd's book Repenting of Religion spoke about the unsurpassable worth of every person, 
and Jesus valued every human life that way, with unsurpassable worth.  
 
It’s worth asking ourselves, do I hold the same value? Do I see the person I am in conflict with, a 
member of that family unit, with the same unsurpassable value, worth, and acceptance that Jesus 
does? It helps when dealing with difficult people, because as much as they have offended you, 
they and we have all offended God more than that. And he loves us, accepts us, and values us 
with unsurpassable worth. You have to have that motive, because if you do not you can cause 
irreparable damage to that relationship.  
 
The second truth is found in:  
 
Ephesians 4:26-27 
"In your anger do not sin: Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry, and do not give the 
devil a foothold. 
 
This is hard to do, but the truth here is to deal with the issue as soon as you can. It’s not always 
easy, because the scripture here means deal with it until it’s done, no matter how deep the issue 
goes. Because: 
 
 
2. THE “ISSUE” IS HARDLY EVER “THE” ISSUE  
Counseling 101 tells us this. When you decide together not to let the sun go down on your wrath, 
you’re saying you both are willing to go there if you need to go there. You can’t let it go. You have 
to talk through it. Try a “soft answer”, it works, but you have to be willing to address the deeper 
issue.  
 
And just as I have to dig deeper individually in asking myself do I view this person with 
unsurpassable worth, we need to be willing to dig deeper together. Don’t avoid it, speak it out 
loud with love. Be willing to go there together.  
 
The last principles are found in:   
 
Matthew 18:15-17 
"If a fellow believer hurts you, go and tell him—work it out between the two of you. If he listens, 
you've made a friend. If he won't listen, take one or two others along so that the presence of 
witnesses will keep things honest, and try again. If he still won't listen, tell the church. If he won't 
listen to the church, you'll have to start over from scratch, confront him with the need for 
repentance, and offer again God's forgiving love. 
 
Did you notice what it said? This passage is so critical. The first words say “if a fellow believer” 
This is tied to the advice of bringing it to the church. Obviously this part doesn’t apply to our daily 
conflicts with each other. That’s a whole other sermon altogether on conflict that needs the 
church to get involved in, and those things that would require that. But if you are a follower of 
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Jesus Christ, the other principles are true even in conflict outside of the church. It says “hurts you, 
go and tell him”. Communicate the hurt, not the facts.  
 
Which means we need to: 
 
3. REPLACE “YOU DID” WITH “I FEEL”.  
 
I: One of the biggest things I’ve discovered. If my wife says to me “You ignored me at that party”. I 
would say “No I didn’t.” or “Well, I didn’t mean to”. But if she says to me “I FEEL like you ignored 
me at that party. I FEEL HURT because of it.” Regardless of whether I did or not, it doesn’t 
change the fact she feels that way. And if she feels that way, THEN IT’S MY PROBLEM. I’ve got 
a problem.  
 
You see the facts are always in dispute, but feelings are always accurate.  Try to never use words 
like “you” or  “I” and never couple them with “always” or “never” “You ALWAYS…” and “I 
ALWAYS…”  “and let me tell you… you NEVER..”  “and I NEVER…”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
THIS MAY BE A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT THING FOR YOU. Because unless good 
communication was modeled for you, you don’t practice it. Unless you were raised in a family that 
knows how to “do” conflict resolution the right way, then we don’t do it. The Bible is FULL of these 
practical principles. 
 
 
 
There is a reason why the God’s way is the best way! It’s connected to a bigger truth! 
 It’s really a truth that’s necessary because it’s the truth that will give us all hope. No matter how 
bad your “issues” are, no matter how much of a miracle you need, there is a truth that means 
everything to us today.  
 
And it’s that God designed the family. And… 
 
OUR RELATIONSHIPS ARE DESIGNED TO REFLECT AND FUNTION THE WAY OUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD DOES 
 
This is really important to understand. 
 
The Bible says our marriages are actually designed to be a reflection of our personal relationship 
with our Heavenly Father. This comparison is woven in like a tapestry from the Old Testament 
through the New Testament. The parallels seem endless. Perhaps the most famous passage, 
and biggest comparison is made in Ephesians chapter 5. We hear this taught at weddings a lot of 
times.  
 
Ephesians 5:25,31-33  
“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her… For this 
reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become 
one flesh. This is a profound mystery — but I am talking about Christ and the church. 
 
You see, Paul is referencing Genesis 2:24 in the Old Testament. Do you see how Paul is 
encouraging husbands to love their wives, and while it seems to us he is giving “advice” for 
marriages, he is actually trying to direct us to approach our marriages in the same way Jesus 
Christ approaches us, the people of his church, who He loved enough to give His life for.  
 
In other words… 
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OUR MARRIAGE = OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD 
OUR ISSUES WITH EACH OTHER  = OUR ISSUES WITH GOD 
 
God wants us to approach our “issues” with each other in the same way God approaches “our 
issues” with us. 
 
This is huge for us! Because when God designed the relationships of the family, he intended it to 
be a reflection of our relationship with His. Which means it’s designed to function like our 
relationship with Him. And what do we know about how God handles things when we “mess up”? 
How does God deal with “our issues” with Him? What happens when we offend him? Betray 
Him? Neglect Him? When we are unfaithful? Even when our Attic piles up with “serious issues” of 
sin, how does God handle it? 
 
1 John 1:9 
“If we confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from 
all unrighteousness”  
 
Everyone of us has regrets in life. Everyone has a skeleton in their Attic. We all have said things, 
done things, and thought things that make us shutter. We are fallen sinners. That is why Christ 
had to come die on the cross to pay the penalty for our sin. Now He can extend grace to us, 
which is underserved favor toward those of us who stand condemned, convicted and guilty of sin. 
Paul also said,  
 
Romans 8:1 
“There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus”  
 
GOSPEL  
 
So this gives us hope. This is what God wants for us. To stand before one another with a “clean 
slate”. To clean out the Attic, so to speak. And as we work through our issues, to have no 
condemnation. To have forgiveness. To have intimacy. Just as it is God’s desire with our 
relationship with Him, it’s God’s desire with our relationship with each other.  
 
In James 5:16 we are commanded to do the following:  
 
James 5:16 
“Therefore, confess your sins to one another and pray for one another, that you may be healed.” 
 
This verse is very specific. These are “issues with one another”. Relational tension. To be talked 
through, prayed through, so that we can be healed. This is a spiritual healing. 
 
 
Can you imagine what it would look like in our families if some of us starting doing just these 
three simple principles? We would START TO REDEFINE  WHAT THE TERM “WINNING” 
MEANS IN OUR FAMILY LEGACY when it comes to conflict, as we begin to work through our 
family issues. As we begin to take steps toward the intimacy that God wants for our family/home.  
 
 


